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Abstract. David Miller’s theory of nationalism and national responsibility offers the leading alternative ‘anticosmopolitan’ theory of global justice. His theory claims that ‘nations’ may be held responsible for the benefits and harms resulting from their collective decisions. Nations may be held remedially responsible to help nations in need even where the former lack causal or moral responsibility, for example. This article critically examines Miller’s position that remedial responsibilities—the responsibilities of nations to remedy others in need—can and should only be satisfied by nations. I argue that the characteristics that define and justify a particular understanding of nationalism extend to further constructions of identity, such as religious affiliation and other connections. The problem with Miller’s position is that it is overly narrow by focusing solely on our national identities as the characteristic most relevant for determining remedial responsibilities. It is possible and desirable to widen our focus, enriching our understanding of global justice and remedial responsibility. Moreover, this wider perspective is an extension, and not a break from, Miller’s position. Our shared identities should have significance for considerations of global justice and they can help us develop a more robust view of anticosmopolitanism.

1. Introduction

David Miller’s theory of nationalism and national responsibility offers the leading alternative ‘anticosmopolitan’ theory of global justice.¹ His theory claims that ‘nations’ may be held responsible for the benefits and harms resulting from their collective decisions. Nations may be held remedially responsible to help nations in need even where the former lack causal or moral responsibility, for example. The argument is that there are persons requiring remedy and so there is a need to develop a theory that can help us determine how we can choose those nations that should provide assistance to those in need.

This article critically examines Miller’s position that remedial responsibilities—the responsibilities of nations to remedy others in need—can and should only be satisfied by nations. I argue that the characteristics that define and justify a particular understanding of

¹ Miller describes his position as ‘anticosmopolitan’. This view does not deny some minimal general duties to all human beings: for Miller, we are all cosmopolitans to the degree we accept such duties. But he rejects—as ‘cosmopolitan’—more robust duties beyond securing basic needs. See David Miller, National Responsibility and Global Justice (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), chapter 1.
nationalism extend to further constructions of identity, such as religious affiliation and other connections. The problem with Miller’s position is that it is overly narrow by focusing solely on our national identities as the characteristic most relevant for determining remedial responsibilities. It is possible and desirable to widen our focus, enriching our understanding of global justice and remedial responsibility. Moreover, this wider perspective is an extension, and not a break from, Miller’s position. Our shared identities should have significance for considerations of global justice and they can help us develop a more robust view of anticosmopolitanism.

The article’s structure is as follows. First, I identify Miller’s theory of nationalism. My focus will be on the reasons for why he argues that our shared identity as co-nationals connects with his argument for a connection theory of remedial responsibilities. Secondly, I argue that these reasons can and should support other types of shared identity that should be included within his connection theory. Thirdly, I conclude with observations on the wider implications for cosmopolitan global justice theorists.

2. Miller’s Theory of Nationalism

Miller argues for the importance of nationality: a person’s nationality is not morally irrelevant in considerations of global justice. The moral relevance of nationality arises from a shared relationship and identity that a person has with co-nationals. This distinction is perhaps best introduced with an illustrative example. Consider the missing child case: a child is missing and there are fears for her safety. We have at least a prima facie moral reason to

---


help with search and rescue efforts. We need not have any special connection to this particular child in order to recognize that we have a moral reason to help where we can. Therefore, we do not need to have a relationship to the missing child in order to accept that we should help.

Now consider the *our missing child case*: our child is missing and there remain fears for her safety. The difference here is that the missing child is our own. We have a moral reason to help with search and rescue efforts in both cases. However, we have a further moral reason to help in the second case on account of the fact that the missing child is our child: we have a special connection between us. We might deny that we should give any additional moral weight to one child over another where both are equally situated. Nevertheless, there is a difference between the situations of the missing children in these two cases. This difference lies in their shared relationships with others and this difference is not morally irrelevant.

These two illustrative examples bear on the moral importance of nationality. Miller argues that our relationship with co-nationals likewise may contribute further moral weight on similar grounds. We may have reason to assist in efforts to help another human being in need, but have an *additional* moral reason to assist those who are co-nationals. For Miller, the national identity is irreducible to state identification.\(^4\)

This point is crucial. Miller defines a nation as ‘a body of people who share a common identity, involving cultural values, attachment to a territory, and so forth, and who *aspire* to institutions of political self-determination which they may or may not actually enjoy’.\(^5\) So we may claim a national identity with roots in shared values and territorial affiliation while lacking the full political institutions commonly found in the modern state. What matters is our shared identity: Miller places an importance on our shared ethical...

---

connections over wider institutional connections. Furthermore, our shared identity as co-nationals can provide an additional moral reason to assist other co-nationals arising from our shared identity.

Miller argues that are several conditions that, if satisfied, may support this position about identity and special duties. The first reason is that the relationship we enjoy amongst our co-nationals is intrinsically valuable. It is certainly true that many people find their identity within a political community of significant value, but there are many different potential identities that others may find importance in. The problem is determining which, if any, should count for considerations of global justice. Miller explains:

[P]eople who deny the significance of their national identity in circumstances where such an identity is available to them are missing out on the opportunity to place their individual lives in the context of a collective project that has been handed down from generation to generation, involving among other things the shaping of the physical environment in which they live, and whose future they could help to determine, by political participation and in other ways. The issue here is not whether this is the highest human good—for most people it is unlikely to be—but whether it is one of the human goods that have intrinsic value, alongside family life, creative work, and so forth.

---

6 My aim is to identify Miller’s three conditions and not critically consider their wider defensibility. This is because the goal of this section is to clarify the only kind of shared identity (e.g., national identity) that Miller focuses on for considering questions about remedial responsibilities in global justice. I next argue that, if Miller is correct, this position can and should be expanded to include other forms of shared identity that can possess relevance for weighing possible remedial responsibilities in new ways.

7 Miller, National Responsibility and Global Justice, 37.

8 For an illuminating account, see Bhikhu Parekh, A New Politics of Identity (London: Palgrave 2008).

9 Miller, National Responsibility and Global Justice, 39.
National identity can be intrinsically valuable and, as such, our shared identity with co-nationals may give rise to new moral weight on account of the value that we place in our shared identity. Moreover, the continuity of the national community is also seen as valuable, not least for helping to sustain their shared identity.\(^{10}\)

A second reason is that our duties to co-nationals should be integral to the relationship that we share with others. A political community exists as a community when its members can identify and recognize each other as fellow community members, such as where each adheres to and participates in a shared public culture. This recognition of shared identity helps make possible special duties to co-nationals.\(^{11}\) We identify with one another within our mutually recognized value of our shared relationship. Our shared identity in a community of value for us can allow us to accept the view that co-nationals may deserve additional moral consideration over those deserved by non-nationals.

Finally, a third reason is that there need not be any intrinsic injustice caused to non-nationals even when we afford additional moral weight to the claims of co-nationals. This is because the view that co-nationals may be deserving of additional moral weight need not entail that we treat non-nationals to less than they deserve. Instead, we may claim no more than that we have reason to offer co-nationals a consideration beyond that which they might deserve otherwise. There is then no injustice to recognizing different treatment between co-nationals and non-nationals.

Together, these reasons offer support to the view that it may not be unjust for us to choose to help our co-nationals where they and non-nationals are similarly situated and we must make a choice between them. This is on account of our shared identity with co-nationals that satisfies three specific tests: our co-national relationship is intrinsically valuable, integral

\(^{10}\) See Miller, *National Responsibility and Global Justice*, 125.

\(^{11}\) For a related discussion, see Derrick Darby, *Rights, Race, and Recognition* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009).
to our relationship as co-nationals, and honouring this moral significance does not compel us to give less than what is deserved to non-nationals.

One result is that not all shared identities pass these tests. A person’s identity with another within a white supremacist organization would fail the test of intrinsic value, for example. This is because such a shared identity lacks intrinsic value in virtue of its wrongfulness. Furthermore, our recognizing an additional moral reason in favour of co-nationals need not entail that we fail to treat non-nationals to less than they deserve. Let us suppose that a non-national was in need of assistance we could readily offer, but we decide instead to socialize with a co-national. This would be wrong on this view because the need of the non-national was greater, all things considered. Co-nationality matters where a co-national and non-national are similarly situated: where we must choose between them our shared identity may serve as an additional moral reason in favour of a conational, but co-nationality is not a trump card.12

Our shared nationality additionally entails national responsibility amongst co-nationals, provided our identity satisfies specific tests. Miller says: ‘By virtue of identifying with compatriots, sharing their values, and receiving the benefits that national communities provide, we are also involved in collective responsibility for the things that nations do’.13 We receive benefits from our membership in a nation with a special relationship to our co-nationals. Together, we also share a collective voice in international affairs. On this view, we are rightly called to account when we contribute to harms affecting other nations. Similarly, we are also called to action when we may contribute to addressing problems of moral concern affecting other nations.

---

The ties that bind us together generate both our national identity and our national responsibilities. Miller offers us a theory of remedial responsibility. This theory helps us determine which nation should contribute to remedying problems of global justice. A theory of remedial responsibility aims at addressing the question of which nation or nations should provide remedy to others in need. Miller argues:

What matters for remedial responsibility is that the situation is one that demands to be put right: it is morally unacceptable for people to be left in that deprived or needy condition . . . All that matters is that we find it morally unacceptable if the deprived person is simply left to suffer.

We determine which nation or nations should provide remedy in weighing up any connections they may have with others in need in what Miller calls his ‘connection theory’ of remedial responsibility. These connections include considerations such as whether any nation possesses causal or moral responsibility for deprivations elsewhere. Other considerations include whether a nation has the capacity to help or has benefited from the deprivation suffered by others. No one connection is more weighty than another and ‘there is no algorithm’ that might resolve disputes between weighing up different considerations. Instead, ‘[w]e have to rely on our intuitions about the relative importance of different sources of connection’. Our result will be a determination of which nation or nations should provide remedial responsibilities to others based upon a consideration of possible connections.

15 Miller, National Responsibility and Global Justice, 98.
17 Miller’s list of considerations and discussion is found in National Responsibility and Global Justice, 100—109.
18 Miller, National Responsibility and Global Justice, 107.
19 Miller, National Responsibility and Global Justice, 107.
I believe that this picture is incomplete. National identities are not the only shared identities that can meet Miller’s criteria of morally significant shared identities and give rise to communities that may participate in a consideration of remedial responsibilities. I will next defend this position.

3. Beyond Nationalism

We have now seen how a shared identity that passes three tests may have moral importance on Miller’s account. This shared identity gives rise to a shared responsibility: national identity grounds national responsibility, including remedial responsibilities to help others in need. One problem that has gone largely unnoticed is that Miller’s theory of nationalism and national identity apply to additional shared identities.20 We can accept his understanding of nationalism beyond (and even without) nations. I explain why this is the case in this section and offer a limited defence.

Consider the tests for the moral significance of shared co-national identity: our shared identity is intrinsically valuable, integral to our relationship, and honouring this moral significance does not compel us to give less than what is deserved to non-nationals. But it should also be clear that a shared co-national identity is not the only identity that can meet the standard of these three tests.

One such example is a shared identity with others within an organized religion.21 Organized religions are structured communities of believers joined in a shared identity and communal project. Religious organizations have an identifiable public culture and often cross national boundaries. These religious believers place great value in both their faith, as well as

---


21 I do not want to suggest that a shared identity in a non-organized religion would always fail this standard. I will focus on the Roman Catholic Church as one specific example, but other examples abound that work equally well: it is then one of many possibilities, not the only nor best possibility.
their membership in a religious community. There is reason to claim that shared religious identity can possess intrinsic value and entail a reciprocally recognized responsibility amongst members not unlike persons sharing a national identity. Moreover, organized religions—again, often transnational in size and scope—may also play a role in global affairs.

The Roman Catholic Church is an illustration of this. The Church has its own public culture as well as other public goods, not unlike a nation in these respects.\(^{22}\) Church members enjoy a shared identity that has value for each member, as well as creating specific responsibilities between them. Not unlike other organized religions, the Church is highly active in shaping its public culture in a variety of ways even beyond worship practices. This may include maintaining pastoral support groups, administering schools and universities, missionary work, and publishing. Together, these activities support a shared identity amongst Catholics that is not without significant value for them.

While it is undeniable that there are significant differences between national identity and religious identity, it remains the case that both \(\textit{may}\) satisfy the same tests.\(^{23}\) It is not unjust to give additional moral weight to those with whom I have a shared national or religious identity provided that I do not give those lacking these shared identities \(\textit{less}\) than what they may already deserve independently of these considerations. Therefore, just as my shared national identity may offer additional weight, then so too does my shared religious identity \(\textit{and for the same kinds of reasons}\).

Communities of believers with a shared religious identity may be agents of global justice. Organized religions, such as the Catholic Church, may both benefit from their interactions with other international bodies just as they may be held to account when they

\(^{22}\) Recall that Miller argues that nations support a public culture and public goods. See Miller, \textit{National Responsibility and Global Justice}, 131.

\(^{23}\) Miller says that a nation is bound by people joined by a common national identity and ‘who \textit{aspire to institutions of political self-determination’}. This condition may also hold for organized religions in terms of seeking at least some sphere of political autonomy on certain matters, but also in terms of seeking statehood: the Vatican City is an example of the latter. (See Miller, \textit{National Responsibility and Global Justice}, 143.)
may spread harm. More importantly, why should we rely on nations alone to remedy the suffering of the world’s poor? Miller’s theory of remedial responsibility makes the error of considering nations alone.24 Our world is composed of more than nations. Nor are nations the only global actors that may benefit or be held to account for their decisions. Problems of global justice are created and caused by more actors than nations alone, but also organized religions. In fact, organized religions have often played a not insignificant role in helping the global poor living below ‘a global minimum’.25 Religious organizations assist in remedial efforts today. It is a mistake that they should be altogether absent from our considerations of global justice, including questions concerning the distribution of remedial responsibilities. Miller’s claim that a shared identity as co-nationals may have significance for considering remedial responsibilities is a claim that is not exclusive of other kinds of shared identities individuals can and do possess.26

Nor should a shared religious identity be the only non-national identity that has moral significance in this regard. One possibility is our shared identity within a profession. We can have a shared identity through our work, an idea argued for by Hegel: he called work ‘a second family’ where we join together with others in a common project and recognize special responsibilities towards one another. 27 An example may be academic philosophers.

---


25 See Miller, National Responsibility and Global Justice, 180-85.

26 My argument is that Miller’s claims about shared national identity may extend to other kinds of shared identities, such as a shared religious identity, that he has overlooked. This has importance because it expands the possible range and depth of shared groupings that any view of remedial responsibilities might have to include. Note that my argument is not that any shared religious identity should count. (Nor, for Miller, does any kind of shared national identity count.) For example, a shared religious view that only members of a particular religion have sufficient moral significance for remedial relief is not consistent—or justified—by the account here. This is because the kinds of shared religious identities that may count are those that might exist as special duties to co-members, as our co-members, in addition to any general duties that may be owed to all irrespective of any shared identities. The claim that only co-members count at all would deny general duties to all and so fall outside the kinds of shared identities considered here. Many thanks to Eric Palmer for pushing me to clarify this important distinction.

Philosophers often work in universities where they earn far less than they might earn in the private sector. Philosophers often perform unpaid work for the benefit of fellow and new members, such as refereeing journal articles, editing journals, and producing articles, as well as participating in academic conferences. The primary motivation is then not entirely instrumental, but a vocation for many with a recognition of the intrinsic value of academic philosophy and the special relationship that we share with others in the profession. In addition, philosophers most often identify with each other rather than with the academic institutions where they work. Professional identities are not limited to academic philosophers by any means and they can easily be extended to other occupations. Just as national identity may entail national responsibility, likewise professional identity may entail some form of professional responsibility where shared duties are integral to their relationship as academic philosophers. The future of philosophy may be affected by many factors, but contemporary philosophers may be expected to promote their profession where they can.

The question to raise here concerns the significance of these non-national forms of shared identities to considerations of global justice. Generally speaking, I would readily concede that shared professional identities may play a much more limited role and be more difficult to capture satisfactorily. However, I would not believe that it is obvious that nations always take priority even if they are often the best, if still clumsy, vehicles by which remedial responsibilities may be determined. It may be the case often enough that a religious or professional organization built upon a morally significant, but non-national form of shared identity is best placed to organize a relief effort than a nation. Moreover, even if nations were always or usually best placed instead, non-national organizations may meaningfully

---


28 See Academics Stand Against Poverty, url: http://academicsstand.org/.

29 The priority that Miller gives to nationality is perhaps evident in his silence about the other relevant forms of shared identity considered here.
contribute to these efforts. A theory of global justice should aspire to capture this important contribution: it is a mistake to allow them no space for meaningful participation.

Now consider another example of shared identities formed through professional relationships. Corporate affiliations in the business sector could be another possibility. One illustration of this is the case of Wael Ghonim, a marketing executive at Google who went missing in Egypt during the 2011 Arab Spring. This case is an example of the shared fellowship at Google, their sense of their influence on political possibilities as telecom and software engineers (and so their sense of mutual responsibilities arising from their shared identity) and their efforts aided Ghonim’s release bringing both corporate affiliation and ethical reasoning into play.

But while this example may seem compelling, it is unclear whether it passes Miller’s three tests. For example, occupations can be intrinsically valuable. I already argued academic philosophy is one such profession. Perhaps even marketing in the online search engine industry might also make this standard. Nonetheless, it is clear not all occupations are so and we would require some further account of why these other professions pass the first of three tests, that the association is intrinsically valuable to its members. It is further unclear whether the mutual duties to others shared in a profession satisfy the test of being integral to that relationship: it is unlikely to be true in every case and so some further account is required. Additionally, academic philosophers share an identity across institutions and national boundaries, but it is uncertain how many other professions have this vocational character. To be clear: I am not arguing that there is something unique about academic philosophy that is different or more important than other professions. This is not my claim or my view. Instead, the argument is academic philosophy—as presented here—is one example of how a shared identity amongst those in a profession might possibly satisfy Miller’s three tests. The

---

30 I am grateful to Eric Palmer for suggesting these illustrations considered in the next couple paragraphs.
example is at least arguable and it would seem plausibly no less arguable for other more vocational professions amongst many others.\textsuperscript{32}

To summarise my argument thus far. Miller’s theory of nationality and national responsibility rests upon a view of shared identity. Not all shared identities should be imbued with moral significance, but only those that satisfy certain tests. A shared national identity that meets these tests can count, on his view, as a nation with national responsibilities and serve as an agent in global affairs. The problem is that this view is too narrow. There may be other shared identities that can also meet these tests, such as a shared religious or professional identity. These shared identities themselves also give rise to communities which may also meaningfully participate in international affairs. Nations may often play a leading role in satisfying remedial responsibilities, but it is a mistake to argue that nations should serve this role alone. Other communities based upon shared identities passing the same tests can also serve in this role.

The satisfaction of remedial responsibilities is then more complex than Miller claims insofar as it is an arena of more than nations. However, this more complex picture better fits the world as we find it. Religious and other organizations play a supporting role in relief efforts now. Any plausible theory of global justice can and should include them in some way. This realization is not a rejection of Miller’s position as it is an amendment to it. Moreover, my amendment has the benefits for his theory that it is clearly compatible with and it better accounts for a wider range of global agents that may meaningfully participate in remedial efforts.

This revision of Miller’s position does not entail we give all shared identities the same priority. The fact that multiple shared identities can pass Miller’s three tests and so have relevance for considering remedial responsibilities should not lead us to conclude that shared

\textsuperscript{32} For example, lawyers, police officers, school teachers and others may satisfy Miller’s three tests as well—and perhaps even better—than academic philosophers.
identities of co-nationalism need have equality with identities of fellow believers or professional colleagues. National identities retain a certain priority over other forms of shared identity if only because nations are more readily amenable to acting in global affairs. Perhaps this is regrettable or even undesirable. It is beyond the scope of what I want to argue here how we might weigh the different shared identities we possess that can have relevance for determining remedial responsibilities. Instead, it is my more limited goal to argue that other shared identities can and should count—and for the same reasons that Miller claims our shared identity as co-nationals can and should count.

4. Remedial Responsibilities beyond Nations?

I have argued that Miller’s theory of nationality and national responsibility extends from his arguments pertaining to morally significant identities. These are identities that are shared and satisfy specific tests: our co-national relationship is intrinsically valuable, integral to our relationship, and honouring this moral significance does not compel us to give less than what is deserved to non-nationals. Only those forms of shared national identity that meet these tests may serve as morally significant. Those national identities that meet these tests underpin a view of national responsibilities to remedy others in global affairs. This complies with Miller’s self-understanding.

Additionally, I have argued that Miller’s position is too limited. This is because his arguments for the moral significance of shared identities that meet specific tests extend the range of morally significant shared identities beyond nationality. If other shared identities may have this moral significance, then they may give rise to bodies that may contribute to addressing remedial responsibilities. This is an attractive departure from Miller’s stated position, although it is easily compatible with it. It is attractive because it is a mistake to

leave remedial responsibilities to nations alone: other organizations, such as religious organizations, may meaningfully contribute to these issues as well. We can accept the tests for moral significance his theory of nationalism offers us while rejecting that only nations may have this significance: we can accept remedial responsibilities beyond (or even without) nations.

This brings up an important final issue worth considering in conclusion. While Miller’s theory of nationality has been often held as perhaps the best representative of ‘anticosmopolitan’ thought, the idea that any defensible theory of global justice must take account of ‘justice for a world of difference’ is not unique to nationalism.  

Consider the our missing child case stated above. Cosmopolitans, such as Thomas Pogge, agree that we have a greater reason to assist rescue efforts where the missing child is ours. He says: ‘we do not all have equal responsibilities to everyone’. Pogge argues that it is not unjust to recognize that some persons have a greater moral weight than others on account of any shared relationship with us on the condition that we do not offer persons lacking a relationship with us less than they deserve. For example, he says:

Miller is right that persons may, by living together in a political community, increase what they owe one another, well above what they owe to human beings in general . . . But I add this qualification: Persons can not, by living together in a political community, decrease what they owe foreigners.

While other significant differences may remain between the views of Miller and Pogge, they both accept this important qualification. They agree that we may give additional moral

34 Miller, National Responsibility and Global Justice, 21.
36 Pogge, ‘Cosmopolitanism’, 91.
consideration to some over others on account of our having a shared national identity as long
as we do not give non-nationals less than they might deserve. There is agreement on this
substantial point which blurs the degree to which Miller’s theory of nationalism can serve as
an anticosmopolitan theory of global justice.

There is also substantial agreement between Miller’s position and Martha Nussbaum’s
cosmopolitanism on this position. Nussbaum accepts that our shared identities as co
nationals have an important value for us. However, our co-national identity ought not deny
the possibility of our identification of humanity more generally. We should consider
ourselves human beings first and co-nationals second. Nussbaum recognizes that our
identification as human beings first is not our most immediate form of identity. Instead, she
refers to a conception of identity as a series of concentric circles with roots in Stoicism. The
first circle is our self-identity. A second circle includes the first and expands to incorporate
our identity as members of our immediate family with a third expanding further still encircling our extended family. The fourth and succeeding circles include each previous
circle and encompass our identity with neighbours, local groups, and fellow nationals before
concluding with the largest circle of all, namely, the whole of humanity. Our project should
be to draw these circles closer together so that they overlap and no one circle of identity has a
priority over any other. Nussbaum says:

We need not give up our special affections and identifications, whether ethnic or
gender-based or religious. We need not think of them as superficial, and we may think
of our identity as constituted partly by them . . . we should also work to make all
human beings part of our community of dialogue and concern, base our political

Debating the Limits of Patriotism (Boston: Beacon Press, 2002): 2-17, 145 reprinted in Thom Brooks (ed.), The
deliberations on that interlocking commonality, and give the circle that defines our humanity special attention and respect.\textsuperscript{39}

The shared identity that forms the ties that bind us together commands a space in our considerations of justice on this picture as well. Nussbaum is also aware of the potential utopianism of her position in noting that cosmopolitans may ‘have a hard time gripping the imagination’ because our common humanity by itself may fail to excite the ‘intensity and passion’ that more local identities of community and co-nationality may arouse.\textsuperscript{40} The way to bridge this gap is to build up from our more immediate shared identities, such as our identity within a family, toward our more universally shared identities. Thus, the route to Nussbaum’s cosmopolitanism is through a recognition of how our different identities may build and develop off of each other. The direct relevance for our discussion is that Nussbaum’s cosmopolitanism may also take seriously our relationship with co-nationals as an identity with moral significance.\textsuperscript{41}

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, the substantive claims behind Miller’s defence of the moral significance of nationalism is a position that is central to his larger theory of global justice. It is also a defence that many cosmopolitans may accept. For example, Gillian Brock argues persuasively:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{39} Nussbaum, ‘Patriotism and Cosmopolitanism’, 309.
  \item \textsuperscript{41} It is worth noting that my aims here are only to highlight a certain thread in Nussbaum’s argument that is not unimportant and meaningfully links with a key argument in Miller’s position. My aim is not to offer anything like a complete account of Nussbaum’s (nor Pogge’s) theories of global justice. See Martha C. Nussbaum, \textit{Women and Human Development: The Capabilities Approach} (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000); Martha C. Nussbaum, \textit{Frontiers of Justice: Disability, Nationality, Species Membership} (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2006); Martha C. Nussbaum, \textit{Creating Capabilities: The Human Development Approach} (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2011): 92-93; and Thomas Pogge, \textit{World Poverty and Human Rights, 2nd edition} (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2008).
\end{itemize}
A common misconception about cosmopolitanism concerns how a cosmopolitan must view her relations to those in local or particular communities. Most cosmopolitans recognize that for many people some of their most meaningful attachments in life derive from their allegiances to particular communities, be they national, ethnic, religious, or cultural. Cosmopolitan justice provides the basic framework or structure and thereby the constraints within which legitimate patriotism may operate.\(^{42}\)

Is then Miller’s position genuinely antimodern if it shares so much with its cosmopolitan opponents? This is a difficult question to answer as it may be that his opponents are perhaps less cosmopolitan than they may believe.\(^{43}\) If there is something to this view, then Miller’s theory of nationalism and national responsibility has done much to change the philosophical landscape. My argument in this essay is that this landscape should be extended further to consider morally significant shared identities beyond nationality we may share.

Our shared identities have significance for global justice beyond any identities as co-nationals. This is no less true for nationalists like Miller.\(^ {44}\)


\(^{44}\) My sincere thanks to an audience at the Ethical Responsibility in Relations Between Communities and States conference hosted by the Centre for the Study of Mind in Nature (CSMN) at the University of Nature and, most especially, David Miller, Chris Armstrong, Jakob Elster, Christel Fricke, Kasper Lippert-Rasmussen, Eric Palmer, Andrew Williams and two anonymous referees for comments on earlier drafts.